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Iss ue celebrates 75th year
by Joy Jewett
For some persons, 1978 is just one more year in
their lives, or as Tennessee Ernie Ford would
say," Another day older and deeper in debt." But
for KSC, it is a special year in a way - she
turned 75 in January. It has been 75 years since
legislators provided funds for building a college
in Kearney.
Furthermore, we, the editors, have planned a
special tribute - no cake or candles, but a
feature section tracing her growth from a single
building to the campus it is today, focusing on the
faculty who have left their marks in KSC's years
of development and revealing some of the antics
that went on in past days.
And it all _begins on page 9, recaptured in
stories and pictures.
Spoofs of KSC are also recounted in verse.
Poetry featured is that submitted to us by our
readers in response to the Limerick Contest.
As announced in the last issue, three limerickers were selected from among the entrants and
awarded certificates for groceries. The winners
- their stories and limericks appear on page4-5.
We have also printed some of the other
limericks submitted. Although not among the

winning entries, they are still worthy of mention.
Enough on that. Thank you readers for your interest. We have one more issue this semester scheduled for distribution May 8, and we will
discuss our intentions for it. However, before we
do we want to commend the persons getting involved in the Muscular Dystrophy Dance
Marathon - especially the sponsors Alpha Phi
Omega and KRNY-Radio and the dancers. The
dance-a-thon is slated to begin in the union
Ballroom at 6 p.m. Friday and wind down 30
hours later. Faculty as well as students can
"Dance for those who can't," the theme of the
marathon. If $15,000 is raised, a representative
from KSC will be able to present the check to
Jerry Lewis during his Labor Day Telethon.
Now, back to the last issue. We plan to feature
a story about what students, faculty and staff do
or intend to do during th e summer. In the space
provided below, write what you will or may be
doing dur ing the,summer months - teach, go to
camp or summer school or work - and why.
Mail your responses through campus ma il to:
Joy Jewett, Magazine Editor, ANTELOPE ENCOUNTER OFFICE, Student Union, or drop it
by the office in the south hall, west end.

r------------------------------------------- --

Tell us your summer plans
For the final issue of the Encounter, the staff plans to write stories or a series of stories, detailing what KSCers plan to do for the summer . Of course,
first you must tell us your plans .
Use the space below to indicate your definite or antici pated summer plans
and send responses through campus mail to: Joy Jewett, Magazine Editor,
Antelope - Encounter, Student Union, or drop it by the Office.

- What do you intend to do this summer and why?

a..--~------- ----- -------------- - ---------------·..
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Limerick· winners
First place
All praise to the coeds who pride
In the quest to become a quick bride.
A BA is fine
For passing the time,
MRS will insure a full-ride.
Shannon Kobza

Who says KSC is for hicks,
Farmers, pig-charmers, no slicks.
We've got commuters,
Looters and suitors,
Even athletes to study the chicks.

Timaree Welch

Third place

JUST ONE
OF MANY
GREAT
SPRING
LOOKS
AT THE
BRASS
BUCKLE

FREE ALTERATIONS

Jamaica Blazer,
Vest & Jean
A contemporary three piece suit with a new look.
All three pieces feature ribbon trim on each
pocket. 50% Cotton, 50% Polyester Chambray
for easy care. Pant features a military style belt
with gold buckle.

r@~~t!!~-~~!.e

There was once a grand building called Ad,
With "character" few buildings had.
It was let go to ruin,
So soon, much too soon,
Will be razed. That's destructively sad.
Joyce Moran

'About the winners' on page 5

IIILIFE
Tl YIIR CAREER.
No matter what career you're aiming for, you're
after the best education you can get. To be
highly competitive in the employment marketplace. You want motivation, management skills,
self-discipline and the ability to get the job done.
And that's what you get in Army ROTC - the
very essence of leadership and management.
You'll also get $100 a month for 20 months
your last two years.

Ill ARMY RITC
TIYIIR
CURRICULUM.
For details call:

Military Science Dept 236-4-053

IIIY ROTC. THE TWO-YEii PIOIRIM.

Joyce Moran

Timaree Welch

Shannon Kobza

•

Poets m,x words, wit· wrn contest
•

I

by Joy Jewett
"In the quest to become a quick bride .. . MRS
will insure a full ride."
Kearneyite Shannon Kobza won a $25 certificate for groceries with these words, taken
from a limerick she entered in the Encounter
Limerick Contest." She entered two limericks
and the editors of the magazine selected this one
on coeds as the best entry. Her other limer ick
focused on teachers of KSC.
The contest was part of an effort by the
magazine editors to honor 75 years of KSC in the
March issue since legislation was passed providing for a college (referred to a normal school
at that time) in Kearney.
Kobza wrote a limerick on coeds "because
when I was on orientation staff, Coach Hu~ser introduced me that way. He said I was here to get
my MRS Degree." This was two year s ago. "I
recalled this incident when I went to wri te a
limerick.
" I don't know why I got the idea,'-' she continued. "I got the first line and just wrote it from
there."
Kobza, an Eng lish major, writes contemporary, free-form poetry and is presently wor king on her master thesis, which will be a collection of poetry. Her father Donovan Welch,. professor of English, is also a poet and has published

one book - "Deadhorse Table" - and is now
working on another one.
"Poetry is my forte, and this (limerick contest) was a chance for me to get it to pay off,
Kobza said. "I saw the ads and decided to try it.
If you don't try, you'll never win."
Timaree Welch of Kearney is the second place
winner in the limerick contest, winning a $15 certificate for groceries. " I didn't know any history,
but I work with people and decided to write about
them since that's where I' m really involved."
Welch, a sophomore in music and also the
daughter of Donovan Welch, is involved in
musical and theatrical activities at KSC.
"I don't write much, although I have a poetic
background. This was my first and only idea,"
Welch said.
Third place winner is Joyce Moran. "I knew
the theme (of the contest) and history of KSC,"
sa id Kearneyite Moran, secretar y in the English
Department. "The Ad. Building is history in
itself. It was the only thi ng I could think of that
had any historical significance, and it was the
f irst thing that popped into my mind. It seems so
sad that they' re going to tear it down. New ones
(campus bu ildings) just look the same, so
sterile."
Moran will be awarded a $10 certificate in
groceries.

-

Other entries
KSC, it is said, is for teachers
Though reporters reveal there are preachers,
Professors who speak
On a text book a week,
And bless only few keen achievers.
Shannon Kobza
We're now crowned with a regal hai led "Brendon"
Who finds himself often defend in'
A financial piddle,
A budget so little,
It can't keep the campus in mend in'.
Tom Depringer
The first fees charged out here at State
Were, I am sure quite flat rate
But student tuition
Has made such addition
We ought to group up for cut rate.

Steve Rose
Kearney' s been known as the place
Where dri nki ng is seen as a race
All spr inting towards tipsy
And getting lipsy
The new drinkers keep up the old pace.

Steve Rose

Advancing Education
Through
Private Support
Kearney State
College

FOUNDATION
r" ..1,..1"\II ..I T ~ f t r..
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We welcome you to the Chef's Oven Coffee Shop or Dining Room.
In order to better meet the needs of our customers, we hove
revised our menu to appeal to· all ages~amllies and lndlYlduals.
We hope this menu will be diversified enough to provide for both
the small and the large appetite. Serving you with five specials
dally. ·
·
We will continue to bring you the finest assortment of foods at
reasonable prices, and endeavor to give you the best possible service.

We have sincerely appreciated your patronage In the past and

hope you will return soon.

One-hour credit classes,
are they worth the time?
by Jean Patterson
Sometime before a student can graduate
from college, it's necessary to pick up 125
credit hours. Through the four, five or
maybe more years a student attends college, schedules must be coordinated to accommodate all these hours along with
general studies and major field requirements.
Among the carefully selected classes, a
student is bound to come up with a few or
maybe several one-hour credit courses.
Listed in KSC's undergraduate catalog are
more than 140 such one-hour credit
courses.

Value questioned

I

24 hours a day,
l days a week,
365 days a year
banking is here.
~ ~irst r:iational of Kearney
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Make deposits, withdraw cash
24 hours a day with your
Bank-in-the-Box card.

If you haven't received your
Bank-in-the-Box card, come into any
of our three locations and we'll issue
one to you.
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Students in all departments sometimes
question whether such courses demand
more work than the credit given.
The bulk of the one-hour credit courses
are found in the Music and P.E. Departments. Many of these courses require a
student to attend class for 150 minutes a
week.
For example, the P.E . department ofJfers 26 one-hour credit courses under P.E.
i 110. These classes include such courses as
'tennis, ballroom dancing, jogging. Most of
these classes meet two or three times a
week.

No outside work
Donald Lackey, chairman of the P.E.
Department explained, "These classes require no outside work. However, some students complain because they have to prepare a notebook for the class, but this can
really help them if they are going to be
teachers."
P.E. majors are required to take 10 of
the P.E. 110 courses for their major. In this
case, students would have to concentrate
more on their scheduling in order to get all
their required classes without interference
from general studies.
"In these one-hour credit courses, the
course content doesn't warrant giving
three hours of credit," Lackey said.
Lackey also pointed out the popularity of
the classes with 400 to 450 students signed
up this semester. "Where else could someone take tennis lessons for $15.50? If these
classes were offered for three hours of
credit, the students would be paying
$46.50,'' Lackey said.

Classses required

First National
of Kearney
Kearney, Nebraska 6884 7

Music majors may also find it rather difficult sometimes to coordinate their
schedule to accommodate the one-hour
credit courses they are required to take.
These classes generally involve performance groups, such as concert band
and college choir and with music techniques.
The amount of time a student puts into

these courses sometimes varies with the
season. "During marching band season,
the students have about five rehearsals a
week, each about an hour long," said
Myron Osterberg, professor of music.
Technique classes, such as percussion or
brass meet for two SO-minute periods a
week. This also requires some outside
practice time. Also offered as a one-hour
credit course is private instruction lessons
which requires one lesson a week for a half
hour, but the student usually practices
four-and-one-half to five hours a week in
preparation, according to Osterberg.
"In comparison to an English class
though, a student puts in three hours a
week in the classroom plus a lot of outside
work and preparation,'' Osterberg said.

Develops skills
Osterberg explained why a music major
needs so many one-hour courses. "A music
teacher needs many skills. They need to be
able to sing, play piano and all the instruments."
If all the required classes were offered
on a three-hour basis, besides costing
students nearly three ·times as much
money, they would not be able to make it
through college in four years and still get
all the required credits.
"As it is, a student can get through
school in four years, but it gets very
packed. Some students pick up general
studies in the summer so they don't have
so heavy a load during the year," Osterberg said.
Music major Terri Matsui of Omaha
agrees, contending the " one-hour credit
courses do require a lot of outside work.
"There' s really no other way it could be se1
up, though." Besides costing much more in
tuition costs, Matsui said it would take
forever to get through school.

Lab courses included
There are also one hour-credit courses in
chemistry and biology curricuums. These
include labs t hat meet for two or three
hours a week.
However, students in every academic
department have to take internships, independent studies, seminars and production classes to meet major requirements.
These one-hour credit courses involve
work outside of class including work
directly related to the field of study.
The Learning Skills Center offers onehour credit modules on such topics as
speed reading , listening skills, note-taking
and test anxiety. However, these courses
last only four weeks and meet once a week,
said Kathy Carpenter, director.
Though one-hour credit cour ses may
seem to require a lot of time for the credit
involved the cost factor can help ease the
pain, while filling an extra hour here or
there to help one graduate from college .

No one asks them to show I. D.s
by Julie Ignowski
The room has the faint smell of smoke
and is buuing with conversation. Laugh.ter breaks out occasionally when an amu_sing story or joke is told by one of the people
gathered at small tables in groups of four
or five . The hum of voices begins to intensify as the crowd grows, some slipping in
by themselves, others coming in groups .
The attraction for this social gathering
might be a live band performing, a special
occasion party or just the idea of having a
place to be with old friends and a place to
meet new fr iends.
There is no fee and no one is asked to
show an 1.0. because it is well known that
those who frequent this establishment are
definitely of legal age, older than 60 that is.
The site of all this activity is in downtown Kearney, 13 West Railroad, and
known as the Senior Citizen's Hospitality
Center. It has earned the reputation as being a friendly and fun place to spend afternoons.

zaar giving the senior citizens a chance to
show off their winter projects.
The most recent gala affair to take place
at the center was a belated Valentine party. The original celebration had to be rescheduled because of the recent blizzard .
The festivities didn't officially begin until
noon but several came early because there
was work to be done. The room was decorated with the traditional hearts and
cupids made by the.craft committee, nutcups were filled and prizes of hearts, filled
with chocolates, were lined up for the card
games.

Band provides music
,

Atmosphere warm
The atmosphere of the center is one of
warmth and welcome. New arrivals are
greeted with a friendly handshake and a
smiling face soon to be followed by a cup of
coffee and perhaps a homemade cookie or

two.
Even the furnishings are homey. There is
a variety of chairs, different sizes .and
styles, the kind to sink into for hours of
story telling and reminiscing . There is a
slightly worn sofa with a quilt tossed over
the back, just in case someone might wish
to catch a few winks. In the corner is a
bookshelf lined with old favorities donated
to the center along with a large selection of
magazines.

Crafts displayed
Displayed on one wall is the handiwork
of some of the senior citizens, such as crocheted potholders and embroidered
aprons, each with a price tag. The center
sells the crafts for a 20 percent commission.
In the larger recreation room there
stands an upright piano. Every now and
then someone will venture to sit down and
play a few tunes and soon the entire group
has joined in a sing-a- long .
Since October the center has been at the
present location and according to Helen
Carman, service coordinator and center
director, attendance has more than doubled.

The Valentine party's over and Tom Mellburg of Holdrege tells
Kearneyite Ann Reiter, "Now it's like this ... " (Photo by Joy
Jewett)
smirking and giggling. It seems they are
planning an all night card party. When a
visiting college student asked if the invitation was open to anyone they replied,
"Why, yes, honey, just put on your gray
wig and bring some juicy stories to tel I."
In the front reception room an older gentleman naps on the sofa. After awakening
he sits up, rubs his eyes and looks around
the room only to comment "darn-it I must
still be alive, guess I'll go find a cup of
embalming fluid," stopping to clarify
"that's coffee around here."

Bus service available

Why is the Hospitality Center becoming
so popular? Maybe because these people
are discovering the wonderful experience
of sharing, good friendships, good entertainment and good food.
Some of the reasons given by the senior
citizens for their participation are that the
center provides an opportunity to get out of
the house, to meet people or as one lady
stated "the eats are pretty good, too." A
hot noon meal is served each day with the
exception of Saturday and Sunday, to an
average crowd of 65 to 70 people.

Once the senior citizens start coming to
the center, they make it a daily adventure.
Transportation is never a problem. A
mini-bus is available to bring them to the
center and take them home. At the end of
the day, the familiar voice of Betty Jasmann, the bus driver, calls out "Anybody
going east?" Some of the people drive
themselves but when weather or parking
are a problem the bus is available.
And there are those who just happen to
be passing by and drop In out of curiosity,
usually staying the entire afternoon and
deciding to come again in the near future.
One gentleman who still stands outdoors
hasn't quite made up his mind if he wants
to venture through the center's door to find
out what all the laughter is about. Everyday he walks up to the door and nonchalantly peers through the glass and everyday someone will smile and wave at him
but he still turns and walks away. If only
he knew what he is missing.

Meal inexpensive

Grand opening set

Cost of the meal is $2.25, but for those
older than 60 years of age all that is required is a SO-cent donation. The center is
.usually notified in advance by those planning to eat the noon meal although those
who happen to walk by and drop in for dinner are not turned away.
The menu is printed in the Kearney Daily Hub in advance but the dinner that
draws the largest crowd is served every
Tuesday or better known as "chicken
Tuesday" .
Most of the people stay for the rest of the
afternoon to enjoy a bingo game, see the
weekly scheduled movie or try their luck
at the pinochle table.
Some are content just to sit and chat,
and walking through the room it's possible
to overhear bits of amusing conversation.
A cluster of women are huddled together

Although the days are filled with fun, the
people at the center are busy making plans
for the future. The grand opening of the
center is scheduled for Saturday, March 4,
with the ribbon cutting ceremony to begin
at l p.m. The star attractions on the entertainment list are senior citizen bands and
singing groups from the area communities.
The senior citizens are also having a
dance-a-thon to raise money for Easter
Seals. There is one slight difference from
the KSC Dance-a-Thon, though. This won't
be an endurance contest, each couple will
have pledges and the donation Is 25 cents
per dance going toward a goal of $500.
These people aren't only interested in
entertainment but also are taking advantage of the opportunity to become more informed . The center has scheduled a uni-

Good friendship

versity of Nebraska at Omaha student,
majoring in health, to begin teaching
community health classes. These classes
will deal with diseases such as diabetes,
arthritis and heart disease, both causes
and emotiona I effects wi 11 be covered.
As one of the proposed summer events,
the center will sponsor a craft fa Ir and ba-

A party highlight was music played by
the high school band ensemble. After the
meal was served (which happened to be
one of those special "chicken Tuesdays")
everyone divided into groups, competing'
in a game of pinochle.
This was a party no one wanted to miss,
in fact one senior citizen confessed to a
volunteer worker that she had called in
sick to her job not wanting to miss any of
the action. The volunteer only shook her
head and said, "I thought only kids did
that."
By late afternoon everyone began to
head for home reassuring each other they
would be back tomorrow. Their only complaint was that the afternoon passed too
quickly.
As party goers left, one woman stopped
to study a large calendar hanging on the
wall. She was checking to see when her
next turn would be to help with the activities. She turned to explain her reason for
coming to the center daily. "It keeps me
out of trouble and I'm going to be 90 years
old soon and its about time I started behaving ."

SPRINGTIME AT
KAUFMANN WERNERT
MEANS MANY THINGS
1 Large Assortments of
Merchandise.

2 Lowest Prices Possible.

3 A One Stop Center to Save
You Many Steps, Time and
Dollars.

IT'S ALL IN ONE
TRUE VALUE HARDWARE
LADIES' READY TO WEAR
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
LARGE GENERAL VARIETY STORE
FOUNTAIN - LUNCHEONETTE

VISA®

•

Weekdays 9:30-5:30
Thurs. Open 'TII 9:00
Open Sun. 12:30-5:00
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Annual $15 fee----Worth it or not?
by Karen Kilgarin
Are students getting their money's
worth from the $15-a-year Student Activity
Fee?
Some KSC students will answer that
question with a yes, other will say no. Six
year's ago, in response to a student referendum, the students voted overwhelmingly
in favor of retention of the Student Activity
Fee (SAF).
Just five years before that vote, In 1967,
the Idea of the SAF was conceived in discussion between the Student Union Activities Committee (SUAC) - now Campus
Activities Council (CAC) and the Student
Senate. A student referendum was held
and the student voted to create the SAF.
In an Aug. 2, 1968 letter to the Normal
Board of the State of Nebraska (now called
the Board of Trustees), Student Senate
President Richard Kopf and Peg Sams,
president of Student Union Activities
Committee, urged the members to
"strongly consider the implementation of
a $5-per-semester Student Activity Fee" at
KSC. The Board responded positively and
implementation of the fee was underway·.
From 1968 to 1971, an Allocation Committee oversaw disbursement of the SAF.
The committee was comprised of representatives from Student Senate, SUAC, the
administration and faculty.
Because of a change in Senate's constitution, the allocation of the SAF moved
under the review of the Student Senate in
the fall of 1971. The Student Senate still allocates the money.
Recently, some students have been talking about abolishing the SAF, or making it
a voluntary fee.
Gary Denton, of Franklin and senatorat-large, believes the mandatory fee
should be abolished. "The SAF should be
voluntary fee because some students are
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absolutely unable to participate in activities. The student teachers and commuters
are good examples. I think we should let
those st udents spend the $15 on something
they can benefit from. Why should they be
forced to pay for other students' entertainment?"
Anna Sosa of Kearney says student activity fees should be retained. "I would
rather pay a set fee at the beginning of
each semester than pay for each individual event out of my pocket money. I don't
feel I get my money's worth, although I'm
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on a large
Super Supreme
or other large pizza.

I
I

on a medium
Super Supreme
or other medium pizza.

I
I

Choose Thick 'n Chewy~ pizza or Thin 'n Crispy~· pizza. Make it
Super Supreme, and get the works: lots of super toppings on
one super pizza. Or let yourself go with one of our other
mouthwatering pizzas. Just clip this coupon and take it to a
participating Pizza Hut<& restaurant. Phone ahead and we'll
have your order ready to eat when you Offer good on
arrive. So say "Super Supreme" . .. and re~ular menu ....
save! One coupon per customer per
prices
.....-....
through
visit, at participating locations listed
4.10-1a
below.
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,c. 1~7.8 Pizza HuUnc
EM-2-1

1412 2nd Ave.
------------------------Kearney, Ne., or any company-owned Pizza Hut.
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sure some students do. Lower ing the fee to
about $5 a semester would be the best solution."
However, Ar lene Stahr of Chappell says,
" I' ve been to some movies and concerts
and I don't feel it's worth paying a $15 Student Activity Fee. I think the fee should be
abol ished. For the students who attend the
activities it's fine, but for those of us who
don't like the programming, It's unfair." ·
Chris Troester of Hampton and speaker
of the Senate, believes the present system
is working fine. "I don't think the administration wants it abolished and I don't think
the majority of students want it abolished.
I also don't think most students understand the system and fee that well."
Kearneylte, Scott Howitt, however, believes It should be strictly a voluntary fee.
"The SAF should be assessed from students who use the facilities and some type
of identification should be provided for
them, like an I.D. card. Many part-time
and graduate students can't attend any activities and therefore shouldn't be charged
for them. I personally feel we need better
programming. Live entertainment, such
as concerts, seem to appeal to the majority
of the students. I would prefer fewer activities and higher quality."
Laura Spilinek of E Iba says the fee
should be abolished. "We pay so many fees
as it Is. If a student could attend all events,
I'm sure he could get his money's worth.
Cutting the fee to $7.50 a year or making it
optional would be a step in the right direction, but I personally would I Ike to see the
entire fee abolished."
"I can see abolishing it,'' adds Kris McCowan of Coin, Iowa. "Studer;ts can spend
their money the way they want for activities. The groups sponsoring activities
should charge admission rates to break
even. I realize these organizations need
money to work with, however, so we could
reduce the fee."
Most students interviewed did not believe a voluntary fee would be operational,
although many said a reduction In the fee
would be appropriate.
Ralph Renken of Bertrand and CAC
president, believes that a voluntary fee is
not feasible "because many students do
not realize the benefits they will reap from
it throughout the year and many would not
pay voluntarily. This would put all proc
gramming in serious jeopardy."
Mccowan further stated, " Voluntary fee
payment might not work, especially for
the freshmen who wouldn't realize the
benefits."
However, " if the SAF would work as a
volunteer program, that would be great,''
said Sosa, "but I just don't think it would
work out."
Vickie Beyersdorf of Grand Island be-

lieves students should keep the SAF. "This
month they have the best movies they have
ever had. If we abolished the SAF , we rea lly couldn't have the movies. I just don't
think students would like the idea of paying for each event separately.
" I don' t believe concerts should be paid
for from the SAF . If the CAC charged regular admission prices and brought in good
groups, they could break even. We could
then use that money to bring in newer, upto-date movies."
Renken is against abolition of the SAF.
" Working with Campus Activities Council
for four years, I believe we hc1ve put on
many worthwhile activities and events.
Without the SAF programming organizations, such as CAC, couldn't even exist.
The SAF provides students with the opportunity to take adv~ntage of some valuable
extracurricular activities."
Renken is also concerned about the distribution method of the SAF. "I have seen
the Senate put budget allocations as top
priority for four years and I don't believe it
is right. One alternative for handling funds
would be to turn over a major portion of
the SAF to CAC, relieving Senate of much
of the work of the allocating process. For
other organizations planning events, some
type of allocation board could screen the
requests. I would like to add that I am really proud that the SAF is handled solely by
students."
John Garrett of Minden and senior senator, says, "I don't feel we should abolish
the SAF, but I think a 10-member elected
board should be organized to regulate the
appropriations. I don't believe CAC should
do programming and hold the purse
strings also. If we set up an appropriations
board, Senate could devote more time to
issues."
"Abolishing the SAF would obviously
eliminate almost all programs for students,'' says Pat McClure of Kearney and
Student Senate president. "There would be
no concerts, speakers or movies. It would
take a large bite out of Bike Bowl and any
other activity a recognized campus organization might want to sponsor for the benefit of the entire student body. As far as
lowering the fee, it would seriously cutback programs presently offered to students."
Further, McClure says "Student Senate
is the elected voice of the students of KSC,
just as Congress is for the American people. It is our responsibility, as that elected
voice, to allocate, at our discretion, those
funds to programs we believe will benefit
the student body."
What' s the best solution? Students
believe it's time for a student referendum
on the retention or abolition of the Student
Activity Fee.

Meeting Incoming Students
at Trains

Fancy tr uck
meets students
at train station

Students received a special welcome to Kearney in 1915 when a decorated truck (shown
above) was sent to the train station to bring them to campus.
Besides being a sort of "Welcome Wagon," the truck was a part of the early student recruiting plan. Prospective students received a postcard bearing this photograph and the following message.
"Dear Friend: Has it ever occurred to you that you can increase your earning power, per, sonal success and enjoyment in life by taking even a short course in the Kearney State Normal School? Forty trains daily bring this great institution within easy reach of every Nebraska home. Tuition is free, expenses light, excellent board $2.50 a week. Annual enrollment of more than 1,300 ambitious, cultured young men and women. Short courses open
Nov. 15, 1915. Second semester opens Jan. 24, 1916. Fill out attached card and mail to us at
once. Sincerely yours, George S. Dick, President."
The attached card gave a listing of short courses, including rural, grade, high school and
kindergarten teaching, penmanship, music, home economics, drawing, commercial English and arithmetic, farm accounting, typewriting, manual training and agriculture.

Training school for teachers

Kearney Normal begins
Jan. l, 1903, the first steps were taken toward
selecting a sight for a school to train teachers in
central and western Nebraska. For a long time it
was believed that teachers in this part of the
state were so far from educational institutions
few had an opportunity to prepare thoroughly for
their profession. The only state normal school at
the time was at Peru.
A bill was passed by the legislature appropriating $50,000 for a new school. The selection of
the site was left in the hands of the State Board of
Education, according to the 1908 Blue and Gold.
Advertisements appeared in the papers of various towns to solicit donations of suitable land,
requiring not less than 20 acres at $75 per acre.
Buildings, money or registered bonds could be
included in the donation.
Other elements entering into the selection of
the site, which were not mentioned in the advertisements, were the density of population immediately around the proposed site, distance
from the railroad depot, drainage and lighting
facilities. Kearney met the requirements and

donated a well -located plot of land and a dorm,
Green Terrace .
On Sept. 1, 1903, a telegraph from the Lincoln
Daily Star arrived :
After one hundred and eleven ballots, the
State Board of Education selected Kearney
as the location for the Normal School. Last
ballot gave Broken Bow - 2, Kearney - 4,
Ord-1. Selection made at 3: 15 o'clock.
According to an early edition of Kearney's annual, the Blue and Gold, "Within a few minutes
after the receipt of the last bulletin, the news was
pretty well over town and then something broke
loose. The steam laundry and flour mill whistles
set the noise going and soon any noisy contrivance that could be got hold of was used to make
more noise."
Although the first classes at Kearney Normal
School were not held until 1905, the 75th anniversary of the year the college was conceived is worthy of some attention. On the following pages is a
flashback of some of the memories from the early years of KSC .
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Green Terrace described as

'The Hall, unknown, mysterious'
by Celann LaGreca
"The Hall, -that unknown, untried, mysterious, awe inspiring place- that is what
those who stand outside, young men especially, think, but after entrance has once
been gained these things are thought of no
more and each one becomes a known personality in a world new to him."
This description refers to Green Terrace
Hall, the first women's dormitory of KSC.
(KSC, at that time, was referred to as
Kearney State Normal School) The Hall
was quite a contrast to dorm living today
with its lenient policies and open visitation
hours.
Life at Green Terrace Hall to a girl in
1910 was a world of study hours, discipline
and curfews. It included social evenings,
dances and clubs, ranging from literary
and cultural to eating clubs.
The Hall (the only dorm on campus) was
three stories high with large, furnished
rooms and all the modern conveniences of
that day - steam heat, electric lights and
bathrooms. One of its outstanding features
was its large reception room on the first
floor. This multi-purpose reception room
was the scene of many of the Hall's social
events.
One routine activity was recalled by a
former Green Terrace resident Ora Kugler. "After supper, we usually had 45 min-·
utes to visit with each other. We usually
rolled back the rug in the reception hall
and danced," she said. "We had to have
someone play the piano for us and dances
are sure different now. We did waltzes,
two-steps, square dances and we usually
danced with other girls."
However, the girls didn't go through all
that practice to no avail. "Once in a while
we would invite boy friends over for that 45 ·
minutes," Kugler admitted. The dance
session was followed by study hours. "Lots
of times we didn't always study as much as
we should have," she added.
Eva Case acted as preceptress at Green
Terrace when it first opened. (Case hall
was later named for her.) However, when
Kugler resided in Green Terrace Hall, the
principal was a woman named Mrs. Brinkley. Kugler described her as "very severe,
unless you were sick or upset. She had
very good discipline, so my folks at home
didn't worry about me."
The lights in the dorm went off on weeknights at 10:30 and on weekends at 11 :30.
Anyone who broke the rules was sent to the
principal's room. "What happened there, I
don't know," Kugler said. "We were all
afraid of her.''
The girls at the dormitory hosted frequent entertainment and social evenings
for students and members of the Kearney
community. The first such event was a
public introduction of the Normal faculty
to the people of Kearney on July 14, 1905.
The 1908 Blue and Gold gave a detailed account: "The receiving line numbered 38,.
including members of the faculty and

Green Terrace was first campus structure.
board of education. Light refreshments
were served. This was the first opportunity
for the Kearney people to see what had become of their money." According to the article, "They seemed well satisfied with
what they saw."
The first student reception was a lively
event. As _students (and teachers, of
course) entered, they were given a slip of
paper on which was the statement "I am
- - - - , Who are you?" The yearbook
explained the purpose of this little game.
"With these pinned on our clothes, acquaintance with strangers was easily
made. Refreshments were served and
games played, making this a delightful
evening."
The Halloween party at Green Terrace
was even more unbelievable than the first
student reception. This event was also referred to as the "Annual Prom," in the
1908 Blue and Gold.
"Upon this occasion nearly all the lights
were turned off. Jack-a-lanterns were
quite numerous." A small admission was
charged at the door and after entering, the
people were escorted about the building
amid a chorus of moans and various other
weird sounds. "It was enough to make
one's hair rise and his blood run cold." Despite all of this horror and excitement,
the article concludes, "A general good
time was participated in by all."
There was one time the girls almost
burned down the Hall. "One evening, just
in the midst of s~dy time, the cry of fire
was heard. It was soon learned that an oil

stove had exploded in one of the rooms and
that therP. was a real fire in the dormitory." However, the girls were not
about to let their beloved dorm burn to the
ground. "After turning in the alarm, the
young ladies were organized into a f ire
department and did great work before the
city company arrived."
Men were a rare sight around the hal Is of
Green Terrace. In fact, they were sometimes the topic of town gossip if seen in the
dorm. Consequently, in the fall of 1905, the
literary society held a meeting at Green
Terrace and the yearbook relates, "It was
a matter of some comment that a large
number of boys were present to hear the
program."
However, society's attitudes changed
during the next 10 years. By the time Kugler attended the college and lived in the
Hall "lots of girls at the dorm had dates.
Men were allowed to call at the dorm and
one girl sat at the desk and took all the
calls." Yet the 10:30 p.m. curfew was still
observed.
The girls in Green Terrace did have one
common bond with today's dorm residents
- eating. However, it sounds as though
this activity was considerably more structured than the popcorn parties found in
most dorm rooms now.
" Eating is an all-important entertainment. There are at least six rooms where
the grand spreads are held," says a story
in the 1910 Blue and Gold. " There are regular eating clubs which meet weekly and
sometimes twice or three tlm~s a week be-

sides the impromptu feedings which are
held after the girls have been home."
These ladles did not settle for a simple
snack like popcorn. Their favorite food to
feast on was fudge. "The favorite fudgemaking hour is anywhere between nine
and twelve o'clock in the evening," the
Blue and Gold reports. And these gals
were no dainty eaters either. "When the
fudge is being passed, two pieces are taken
so it will not have to be passed so soon. But,
for some reason, the plate is passed when
two pieces are taken as though it were only
one."
However, the real excitement was sneaking around in the Hall after hours. "When
purchased supplies have given out, the
rooms or the kitchen must be 'visited' or
'raided'. This is dangerous ~ecause being
out of the room after study hour is forbidden."
There was also a studious side to the col lege woman of 1910. " This life is not all
play. Many hours are given to study. Perhaps it is fair to say about two-thirds or
one-half of waking hours are spent in
study."
Kearney State today is a brilliant contrast to those days with its parties, relaxed
atmosphere and active social life. Although time moves on, there is much good
to be said about the bygone era of Green
Terrace Hall. " I wish they never would
have torn it down," said Kugler. "It was a
beautifully built building. We just loved
it ."-
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In 1910, the residents of Green Terrace Hall gathered for this photo.

1916 graduate remembers
dorm life and campus antics
by Kathy Kohrs
Ora Kugler's dislike for taking state exams was so great that it led her to attend
Kearney Normal School and to graduate 62
years ago In the class of 1916.
At that time, a certificate to teach was
obtained by taking state exams given
under the careful supervision of the county
superintendent. The exams covered subjects such as arithmetic, writing and spelling. "I hated those exams," Ora said. But
she kept taking them until she got a firstrate score.
The exams could be taken over and over
again for a fee of $1.25. The higher the
score, the better qualified one was to
teach and the better the salary. There was
a scarcity of teachers, though, because not
enough people were qualified, Ora said.
"Some girls who were right out of eighth
grade would take the state exams, then go
out and teach in the country schoois."
From time to time, all teachers were required to return and re-take the exams.
Ora heard that with three years of teaching experience and a degree from a state
college no more exams would be required.
As a result, Ora decided to go to college.
She chose Kearney because it was closer to
her home in McCook. Kearney was just a
two-year college then and there was a
much larger attendance during the summer than the regular session. Most of those
attending college were teachers who
taught during the school year.
Ora attended Kearney for three summers and discovered it would take her five
years to get through school if she attended
only during the summer. She decided, Instead, to go to school throughout that winter and the next summer.
During that w.i nter session, Ora got a job
waiting on tables in the only dorm on campus, Green Terrace, and received free
board. In addition, she paid $3 a week for
her room. "Even then I ran out of money,"
she said. "It didn't go very far." But, she
added," I had a good time."
There were 15 tables In the dining room
of Green Terrace. Each waitress was the
, head of one table. Her job was to serve people and pick up their plates at the end of
the meal. Saturday morning they were
really put to work, Ora said. They had to
polish every piece of silverware that went
on the table and fill up every salt and pepper shaker as well as the mustard and
ketchup bottles. "The ketchup was always
empty," she said. "We served a lot of
hash."
Ora sfudied psychology and English at
Kearney Normal. She was also a member
of the debate team. There was rivalry between debaters from Peru and Kearney at
the time because they were the only state
normal schools.
The main topic of debate was usually the

question of whether or not the country
should be prepared for war. "Of all the
subjects I took in Kearney, I think debate
did me the most good," Ora said. "It
helped me become a good public speaker
and taught me to see both sides of the ques- tion."
Naturally, the campus has changed a
great deal since 1916. Many of the trees the
class of 1916 planted were cut down recently. However, the gate posts they dedicated
to the college are still here. The posts are
located on the east edge of the campus, in
front of the new classroom building. When
there was talk of moving the posts to the
front of Case Hall last year, members of
the class of 1916 protested. They had paid
for part of the posts from their own pockets
along with money-making projects.
The posts have remained since 1916, but
most of the Ideas from those days have
vanished. Nobody talked openly about sex,
no one worried as much about crime and
almost no one had cars.
"Everything was different. There's been
such a change. I have to pinch myself
sometimes to believe it's the same world,"
Ora said.
No woman would have dreamed of wearing jeans to class. In fact, hardly anyone
even owned a pair of jeans, unless they
borrowed a pair from their brother.
"Most of us had skirts down to our
ankles. We used to spend hours and hours
and hours at the ironing board," Ora said.
"Sometimes I see clothes now that remind
me of long ago."
A typical date usually meant going to the
picture shows. Once in a while, they attended a public dance, Ora said, although
these were frowned upon because they
were considered to be "rough and tough."
If they knew their dates quite well, they
might go to someone's house for a party.
"We played cards a lot," she said.
The last summer she attended Kearney,
she lived with six friends in a rented house.
They lived on Central Avenue and walked
about 10 blocks back and forth to school
every day.
During that summer of 1916, Ora graduated from Kearney Normal School and
received a life certificate to teach. She,
then, taught In the Minden, North Platte
and Brule school systems, retiring from
teaching in 1923.
And, Ora recalled with a smile, "I didn't
have to take any more exams."
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Oh .h~re, oh here they will be .. . with their soles so woody,
their insoles so comfy and their details so updated.
You know, I'd have really lost it, if I hadn't found
these cute 'n' lovable clogs! Side buckle style in navy
or brown leather uppers.
Lug-bottomed clog in rust
leather uppers.
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The Encounter staff wishes to thank
Donald K. Briggs, KSC sports information director, for the loan of photographs accompanying the history
stories.
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Retired dean reca 11,s
when 175 enrolled
by Kim Knox
When former President George Martin
hired Donald D. Fox in 1935, he asked Fox
how he stood on the alcohol question.
"He wanted to know If I drank or not,"
said Fox, retired dean of the School of
Social and Natural Sciences.
When Fox came in 1935, the enrollment
was 400-500 students, but during World
War 11, enrollment dropped to 175. "Of
course, since the war, it's been climbing
dramatically."
For awhile, Fox was the only instructor
in natural sciences. "Dr. Morse, (of Mary
Morse Lecture Hall) who was teaching
chemistry with me passed away. I took all
her classes. At one time, I was the only
teacher in chemistry and physics. This
was only for two or three years, during
World War II, when the enrollment was
down."
Talking about World War II, Fox remembers a veteran in his class. "He was
in the front row and was about to go to
sleep," said Fox. "I had a can filled with
hydrogen and it exploded . He ducked and
started to climb under the chairs. Poor
chap, since he was in the service he
thought it was a bomb scare."
Students in another class also got a
scare. "In my chemistry class, we were
discussing oxygen and I asked whether it
will burn. The students said 'Sure.' So I
said, 'Let's try it!'
"Of course, oxygen doesn't burn by itself, but it'll aid other things to burn . So I
reached over and turned the oxygen generator on and put a match near it. Well, it
happened that there was a rubber tube out
there. You know what happened, the rubber tube burst into flames and all the kids
ran outside. So I had to turn off the gas in a
hurry or the tube would have burned up,"
said Fox.
Fox said chuckling, "They all tore off . I
said to them when they came back, 'Chemistry teachers are hard to come by. Here
you leave me to burn up'."
As pre-med adviser, Fox counseled the
students. "I enjoyed pre-med students a
lot because they came with a purpose. A
lot of students come unsure whether they
were going into teaching or not. They had a
purpose by-and-large," he explained.
"I was proud one year when seven students entered medical school. The enrollment then was only a fraction of what it Is
now," said Fox .
Of the faculty on the present chemistry
staff, Jim Swanson and Carl Sterner were
students under Fox.
Of the campus changes that Fox has
seen, one is the growth of KSC . "It's gotten
a lot bigger with more courses and better

Donald D. Fox
equipment, especially in the chemistry
department."
Another change is the smoking policy.
Fox said, "At one time, they didn't allow
any smoking on campus. Later, when the
rules became more lax, then everyone
smoked in front of the buildings. They permitted that. They gradually crept into the
buildings."
Opposed to smoking for many years,
Fox used to warn faculty and students
about its hazards. "I'm old-fashioned. I
ran the building ( Bruner) over there. I told
the faculty they were not supposed to
smoke. There are 'No Smoking' signs up
now," Fox said.
"I also used to try to convince faculty in
the Math Department not to smoke. I
found out that there was no point in trying
to convert them. You just antagoniz&
them. So I just said, 'Let them die'," Fox
said.
On the get-together to honor Fox on his
retirement, students came as far away as
from Texas to say farewell to Fox. "For
my retirement, they gave me a fish finder
or a depth finder. This sends out a high frequency and when it hits the bottom, it
bounces back. They gave it to me as a sort
of appreciation gift."
But Mrs. Fox cut in and said, "No, that's
not it. He's very fond of fishing." For
years, Fox went to the West Coast in the
summer and fished for salmon. "It's fun.
They almost pull you off the boat."
Since retiring in 1974, Fox has filled his
spare time with hunting, fishing, gardening and trapping . "Last year, I trapped 175
muskrats and 25 raccoons."

Postmaster campaigned
for Capitol in Kearney
by Jean Patterson
"And now, a word from President Carter, speaking from the nation's capitol in
Kearney, D.C."
Don't laugh. One hundred years ago,
Moses H. Sydenham presented a bill in
Congress suggesting such an idea.
Sydenham was postmaster at Fort
Kearny from 1858 to 1871 and was also editor of the Central Star publication at the
fort.
Sydenham submitted arguments for the
relocation of the national capitol to all
members of Congress. First, he said it
would give an immense impetus to the development and settlement of the central
plains of the republic and also of the great
mountain regions of the west.

Sydenham then reasoned that it would
greatly stimulate the business of the eastern cities, as all have grown up on the development of the West.
Kearney D.C. would be more conveniently situated for all people, without any
money expended and also put money into
the national treasury, according to Sydenham.
As far as location is concerned, Sydenham figured Kearney D.C. would be entirely safe from bombardment by a hostile
power.
As a clincher, Sydenham said "It would
draw closer together in bonds of harmonius unity all sections of the republic."
However, Sydenham never saw his
dream come true; the bill died in committee when introduced in Congress.

Last year Technics gave you everything you
wanted in direct drive. This year they're
giving you less!
Less rumble.
Less acoustic feedback.
Less wow/flutter.
For less money!
Technics offers three outstanding direct drive turntables, the
SL-1600, SL-1700, and SL-1800. Each one delivers the same
performance and complement of features but with different
modes of automation.
Take the SL-1600 fully-automatic for example. It offers
single-play auto-start, return, shut-off with memo-repeat. The
SL-1 700 semi-automatic has automatic tonearm return and
turntable shut-off. The SL-1800 manual puts you in complete
control of the turntable's functions'
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Baby carriages once lined the front of the Ad Building.
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Technics SL-1600
fully-automatic, SL-1700
semi-automatic, SL-1800
manual each offer:
• Direct drive system with integral
rotor/platter structure • One-chip
321-e\ement IC utilizing B.FG
principle for outstanding speed
stability • Wow/flutter: 0.025% WRMS
Rumble: - S0dB (DIN A), - 73dB (DIN B)
• Ultra-low friction (7mg) gimbal suspension
tonearm with effective length of 230mm
• Double-isolated suspension system to •
provide outstanding resistance to feedback
• Anti-skating control plus oil-damped
"feather-touch'" cueing lever• Pitch controls plus
illuminated stroboscope

Technics

73-year-old 'Main' Bu-ilding

by Panasonic

once focal point of campus
by Cindy Tenis
Looking down the almost deserted halls
of the Ad. Bullding it may be hard to
believe that this bullding was once the
foca I point of the campus.
The massive gray structure Is 73 years
old and was built at a cost of $50,000, appropriated by the Nebraska legislature in
1905. The college was then known as the
State Normal School. In the same year, an
additional $86,200 for equipment was appropriated.

In ao article in the 1910-11 college
catalog. The building was described as
having been "built of gray stone and
presents a massive appearance. The wide
halls, extending 170 feet through the center
of each of the three floors with large entrances and rotundas, are tiled with marble; the finish of the interior is of white oak
Although classes started for the first
time in June 1905, the building was not yet
completed.
By September 20, 1905 temporary stairways were installed and a week later
classes were moved into the Ad. Building
amidst construction. The third floor was .
the most nearly completed and this is
where the class was conducted.
By means of a pulley at the south end of
the building three professors hoisted furniture by hand to the second and third floors
and unpacked it. There were no blackboards or window casings and no library.
The students carried desks from one class
to the next. Finally, in December, the
stairway was completed and access to the
upper levels was easier.
Since the heating plant was not yet completed, heat was provided until the end of
November by two steam engines attached
to steam pipes.
Within a few years after the completion
of the original building, a wing was added
to the north end, providing room for a
library.
In 1911, $55,000 was appropriated for a
south wing . It was dedicated June 28, 1912.
Alma Hosie, a French teacher at the

time of the second addition, said, "This
was a big event for me. Up to this time I
had used a classroom wherever I could
get in and had an office consisting of a desk
and a screen at the south end of the second
floor."
By this time everything was in full
operation. "Old Main", as it was called,
housed an auditorium with a capacity to
seat 1,500 persons and the first and second
floors were used. The building then extended west to the present location of the
parking lot. The Music Department was
located on the third floor .
The library was located on the first floor
in the north annex. It was divided into two
sections, on being the reference library
much like the one used in the present
library. According to Philip Holmgren,
professor of history, the other was a textbook library where the students were able
to rent books for $5 a semester .. . At the
end of the semester the books could be
returned for a $4 refund.
The third floor was used for classrooms.
A chapel was built in the south annex on
this floor and opened May 9, 1917.
A stage at the front of the room displayed chairs marked with brass tags for
the faculty. The chapel had a multi- purpose function - that of an auditoriumreception room for gatherings and receptions given by the president, announcements and even for memorial services of
the first president of the college A. 0 .
Thomas.
Admin istrative off ices, clubs and
organizations occupied the remainder of
the first and second floors.
From here on progress proceeded
smoothly and uninterrupted. And since
these years, new faculty members and
students have come and gone and pol icies
have changed, but the building has remained vi rtually unchanged. The only major alterat ion was when the auditorium
was razed in the late 60's.
But the once trampled halls are now
again silent. The old building, condemned
and scheduled to be razed this year, seems
to be caught in limbo. It is now sparcely
scat tered with offices and the roar has subsided to a whisper.
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Ad. Building opens in 1905

•
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First classes meet
2 city grade schools
by Kim Knox
When KSC came into existence in 1905,
there was only one building on campus. It
was Green Terrace, a dor m for girls that
was three stories high, a block long and located where Ludden Hall now stands. It
was lighted by electicity and rooms cost
40-75 cents a week. The cafeteria was on
the fi rst floor and could accommodate 358
people. Mea ls cost $2.50 a week.
Green Terrace Hall was used as a men's
residence in the 1950s and until it was
razed in 1960.
Since the Ad. Building wasn't occupied
until late 1905, summer session started
with classes at two city elementary
schools.
Ad. Building or the "Main" Buildi ng, as
it once was call ed, stands off the lot line
because of plans for a cement SO-foot
driveway. In the cor nerstone, a box contains everything from a Bible to the annual
and a 1903 Peru State College catalog.
Classes were moved to the building in
1905. There were no permanent stairways,
no doors and only cloths covering the window panes. For awhile, two tractor engines were the only source of heat for the
entire school.
In 1911-12, the north and south wings
were constructed. The first auditorium,
bui lt in 1915, was in the back of the Ad.
Bu ilding. The Music Department was
housed on the third floor, over this auditorium until the late 1960s, when the area
was condemned and torn down.
KSC's first library was opened on the
first floor of the north wing . It was com prised of three rooms.
Originally, au the buildings were designed to be under the same roof of the Ad.
Building. The walks curved between 24th

In 1959, the new Memorial Student Union was a popular gathering
place. Pictured here, Romayne Webster, union director, visits with
students Dick Austin (left) and Jerry Ingram, while Carolyn Peterson
tends the fountain.
and 26th sts. There was room for a building
to house the manual training courses. The
Physical Education Department was planned to fit into the curve at the north end.
On the south side, there was to be a training school and administration offices.
These buildings were to be connected to
the Ad. Building by a covered walk to the
second floor .
These structures, however, did not go

Compliments of
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according to plan, but with an increase in
enrollment, Case Hall was added in 1930.
Case was named for the first housemother
at Green Terrace.
Men's Hall was built in 1939 and was the
first male residence. Wastepaper baskets,
pillows and mirrors were furnished with
each room. On the east end of Men's Hall
was the college cafeteria and kitchen.
Case and Men's Halls were the first
buildings on campus to be air conditioned.
First-time conveniences provided in
Men's Hall were local and long-distance
telephones in each corridor, combination
mail boxes and laundry equipment. In
1955-57 and again in the late 1960s, Men's
Hall was used as a residence for KSC
women.
Recreation was available to students in
1911 . KSC's first gymnasium was a frame
bu ilding built east of the Heating Plant.
The 60-by-80-foot structure contained a
basketball court and baseball diamond
and was heated by oi I stoves.
In 1918, another gymnasium (now the
Auxiliary Gym) was opened. When World
War I broke out, the gym was temporarily
used as the Student Army Training Corps.
It housed one of the first swimming pools
in Buffalo County.
Built in 1936, the A. 0. Thomas building
was the laboratory school for student
teachers. Before this, experimental
cl asses for kindergarten to the 12th grade
were housed in classrooms on the first
floor of the Ad. Building.
When students weren't learning how to
teach in 1943, they relaxed at the first student union. This was set up in the basement of Men's Hall. It was nicknamed the
" Kampus Kave."
In 1947, a student union was built. Inside
was a Memorial Hall, an alumni secretary
office, a trophy room and the Antelope and
Blue and Gold yearbook offices. There was
a soda fountain, snackbar and service
kitchen, where the students ate. The chairs
and tables were situated around a fireplace.
In 1945, KSC students formed a "Bucka-month" club. Students could become
member s by paying $1 per month. All the
revenue was put into U.S. Savings Bonds,
which later helped pay the costs of part of
the present union.
Begun in 1958, the main part of the union
served as the dining accommodations until
the Nebraskan was built in 1964. The fi rst
color televison set on the campus was added to the union in 1964, the year the rest of
the building was completed.
Otto Olsen Building, or the "Vocational
Arts" Bui lding, was bui lt in 1953. Not unti l

1961 was the building officially named Otto
Olsen.
Martin Hall was built in 1954 as the first
dorm for upperclass women.
Conrad Hall, another women's residence
was built in 1957. It was referred at that
time and until 1963 as "North Hall." Conrad was also the interim house for the M usic Department in the late 1960s and until
the Fine Arts Building was opened in 1970.
Stout Hall, completed in 1958, housed 140
women. However, with only a $300,000
budget, plans for individual bathrooms
and doors for the closets in the rooms were
discarded. Stout was called " West Hall"
until 1961. One of the first R.A.s was KSC
footba ll coach Claire Boroff.
Another dorm, Ludden, was completed
in 1961.
College Heights was also completed in
1961 at a cost of $1.2 million. Several apartments were offered to unmarried students
when it fi rst opened and use of the laundry
machines was free for awhi le. Housing
costs in 1961 were $65 for efficency - and
$74 for one-bedroom apartments. Rates included utilities.
Calvin T. Ryan Library opened in 1963
with an inventory of nearly 70,000 books .
and bound magazines. The library was
originally located on the fi r st floor of the
Ad. Building, where the president's office
now is.
Randall Hall, built later in 1961, was first
a residence hall for women during the
summer session of that year. Randall was
the first dorm to have air conditioning installed in eacfl room.
Mantor Hall was built in 1964. It was the
first dormitory in which an elevator was
installed.
The high rise dorms, Centennial Towers
West and East (CTW and CTEl, are the
most recent campus housing. CTW, built in
1965, and CTE , built a year later, were officially named in 1966 in honor of the 100
years of Nebraska's statehood.
When first opened, East housed the
freshmen women, while West housed upperclass women. The Towers were the
first residences to have telephones installed in each room, although students still
had to make their long-distance calls in
telephone booths near the elevators on
each floor.
In 1969, the Fine Arts and Military Science Buildings were built, at a cost of $2
million and $175,000.
The Nebraskan was first used in 1969. Its
dining facilities had been patterned after
several other universities. Services provided there for the faculty and students
were much appreciated and a change from
the cramped quarters in the Memorial Student Union. The Nebraskan Dining Area is
sometimes referred to as Slater's because
it was first managed by Slater Food Service (now ARA Food Service).
KSC' s newest building, the ClassroomOffice Building, opened last spring. Costing $1.8 million and covering 43,000 square
feet, the building houses offices for faculty
in the Education and Natural and Social
Sciences Departments as well as space for
the Psychology Department labs and general classrooms.
Although the building provides more
classroom and office space, KSC has also
expanded to the West Campus, a group of
buildings donated by the state in 1972. The
buildings were orignally the site of the
State Hospital for the Tuberculous.
Currently, personnel i n Vocational Arts,
the nursing program and Central Nebraska Community Hea lth and Education Corporation operate from West Campus. Last
fall, most of the business faculty were
moved into offices there, joining the College Pr int Shop and Art Studios, as well as
the Reserve Offi cers Tra ining Corps and
Physical Plant facil ities.
From the single bu ilding of Green Ter-.
race Hall in 1905, KSC has developed into
quite a complex of buildings. And further
growth will continue its expansion onto
West Campus.

Her favorite students
were WWII veterans
.

by Kim Knox
Mrs. Miriam Drake started teaching at
KSC in 1925, as one of the first speech instructors.
She also taught English on a regular
basis until 1934, then off and on until 1970.
"Sometimes I'd stay for a month or sometimes I'd stay for a couple of years. I
taught when they needed me.
"In 1925, you knew everybody - all the
faculty and the students. I used to think
that I would always know all the faculty
and have them over for dinner. Now you
just know the students you've taught,'' recalled Drake.
Drake also remembered, "We used to
know a lot of the parents. But I doubt any
of the faculty knows many parents today."
Her favorite students were the veterans
from World War 11. "Soldiers were such
wonderful students. We didn't have any
textbooks, but that didn't matter. They all
wanted to learn to write and learn to
teach,'' said Drake.
She believes that the change to current
policies from the earlier policies is because of world change. " I feel the changes
have come about because students are now
breaking away and living In apartments,''
said Drake. "I don't think, though, there Is
any letdown in scholastic attainment.
School spirit changes seem to be because
there's a different kind of student coming
from the high school."
Of conduct policies, Drake said, "This
changed terrifically. KSC was never a
church school, but it was like one. It was
very strict with the students. There were
strict moral policies for both the students
and the faculty. There's much more freedom now."
KSC has also changed physically. "We

\

Miriam Drake
had only one room to teach in. Each
teacher had their own room,'' said Drake.
"You didn't use classrooms all over the
campus."
Teaching load Is different too. " We just
taught as many as we could. They now
have rules to protect the faculty members.
But we taught as many hours as we
could." said Drake.
In addition to teaching duties, Drake
"directed several plays and had the Theater Arts League. The YMCA was very
strong at KSC. I was on their board and we
put on luncheons and what not. That's why
I said it was more like a church school."
Now during her retirement, Drake said,
"I 'm doing all the things I didn't have
time to do." She does yardwork, gardenwork and serves on committees In the
community and at church.

Al I ages attend KSC
by Jill Jershin
"I'll stay in school until I'm 100 if I can
keep learning new things all the time."
Not exactly a typical college student's
attitude. But then, Forest Rennick of Hastings, isn't a typical college student. He is
a 59-year-old retired military man who
decided to give college a try. Rennick Is
just one of an ever increasing number of
older adu Its who are attending college.
Most college students are 18-24; consequently, many of the people not in this age
bracket are a little hesitant to attend college.
'-'My main apprehension in coming back
to school was not my capabilities, but how
young people would accept me,'' Rennick
said.
"When I enrolled I felt like any other
freshman starting college, frightened,''
said Richard Annable, 45, who teaches at
Kearney Junior High. Annable is a retired
Navy man who graduated from KSC in
May, 1977 and is now taking night classes
and working on his masters degree.
Kearneyite, Jane Smith, 42, said, "It
takes time to get into the swing of things
when going back to school." Smith is working on a graduate degree in psychology
and counseling. "I felt I needed another
goal to prepare for when the kids leave
home and won't need me like they do now.
I don't want to get stale."
Annable's motive was different. He said,
"All my life I've worked for educated people and I wanted to find out what a college
education was like."
Ther,e are many different reasons for
coming back to college. Director of Admissions, Wayne Samuelson said a lot of peo.
pie are lukewarm about the idea of college.
After a little encouragement they find they
really enjoy associating with younger people.
"It's a good feeling to find young people
saying 'old folks can learn too'." Rennick
said jokingly.
Attitudes toward classes, people and

even buildings are often seen in a different
light than that of an average age college
student. Rennick said he finds the union "a
breath of fresh air. It's great to see young
people interacting and their ideas rubbing
off on each other. I can learn a lot from
them."
In some classroom situations, the age of
the instructor is close to or younger than
that of some of the students. According to
Annable this is not a hindrance. He said," I
think most of the faculty at KSC are superior. They offer help, interact with students and are not reluctant to back down
when wrong ."
However, Annable said he doesn't believe the administration has enough concern about the welfare of students. When
he was a full-time student, Annable was on
the Student Affairs Committee. He was
also part of the now inactive Student
Veterans Organization.
An increase in enrollment of older persons might be partly explained by Project
Enrichment. From 1974-76, Project Enrichment was a program provided by the
college that offered varied tuition waivers
for students who had been out of school at
least one semester. Depending on the
available funds, three credit hours or half
of the tuition was waived for these students. They also could attend a streamlined registration session which was part
of a coffee hour.
Project Enric,,ment attracted housewives and senior citizens who wanted to
take personal enrichment classes, such as
ceramics, or those who wanted to improve
their work abilities. Samuelson said it certainly serves its purpose.
"I found it refreshing to get away from
everday problems and go to classes,"
Smith said. Rennick adds that people are
always learning. In fact, he believes "the
older you get, the more you find out you
don't know."
Perhaps this is why older persons are
sitting behind desks in KSC's classrooms.

'-'We are delighted to be part of
some of the happiest moments
of your Iiie."
See The sp·ecialists!
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Remember when you
were a kid, security
was a nite lite, your
mother and a
blanket. Now that
you ve grown, security means more.
I

Come and see us

at

Security Mutual Lile
for your security needs.

~4!i) KEN CARPENTEI AGENCY
Security Mutual Life

126 W. 46th Ave.
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by Doug Lippstreu and Steve Miller

Natural gas demands of southcentral
Nebraskans will again be adequately met
by the Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas
Company (K-Nl. Rates, however, will continue to rise.
"For the short term - this winter - let
me assure you that we fully expect to be
able to meet the needs of our firm service,
high priority customers," said Thomas
Creigh of Hastings and president of Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Company.
"Low priority consumers will face interruption of their gas supply as they have in
recent yea rs."
Supplies of natural gas will be available,
but prices will continue to rise. "We're not
running out of gas," said Robert E. Seymour, chairman of the American Gas Association, headquartered in Arlington, Va.
"We're running out of cheap, readily
available gas. That's an important distinction."
Gas shortages are not as threatening in
Nebraska as they are in areas farther removed from a natural gas source. Nebraskans are served by four massive storage
fields located in the Midwest. Storage
fields are depleted natural gas reservoirs,
that gas from active fields is transferred
into for future use.
Moreover, part of the nationwide million-mile pipeline system grids much of
the southcentral part of the state, making
the gas more readily available. Seymour
says this pipeline system is a great advantage. "It's the most modern and most efficient energy delivery system ever devised," he said.
Being the sole supplier of natural gas to
this area, K-N is able to meet energy demands through what is called a fully integrated national supply system. The system is a three-part marketing program:
(ll research involving exploration and·
production of new gas fields; (2) transmission of gas from one region to another
through the pipeline; and (3) distribution
of .the gas to wholesalers, retailers and
consumers.
Research is the primary reason behind a
push by the natural gas industry to de-regulate the price of interstate gas.
As it now stands, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) has regulated the price of new _gas or gas produced since Jan. 1, 1975 at $1.42 per thousand cubic feet. The price of old gas or gas
produced prior to 1975 is presently fixed at
93 cents per thousand cubic feet.
Prior to when these current prices became effective, the wholesale price ceiling
on new gas had been 52 cents per thousand
cubic feet.
According to K-N, "Prices which FERC
is allowing the interstate pipeline companies to pay producers are at such low
levels that they have encouraged consumption while at the same time discouraged exploration for new supplies."
Compounding the situation, intrastate gas,

Yearbook died in '73
The final edition of the KSC Blue and
Gold yearbook was published in the spring
of 1973. A brief eulogy appears in it saying :
" Born in 1908, the Blue and Gold died in
1973 at age 65 . .. Death was attributed to a
common cancer known in administrative
circles as apathy.
" The Blue and Gold is survived by the
Antelope and was preceded in death by
bobby socks, the nickel candy bar and
student concern."
Staff members were: Adviser, David
Kotak ; editor, Jean Fox ; assistant editor,
Vicky Evers ; business manager, Bill
Dunn ; campus life editor, Kathy Shada ;
organizations editor, Pam Metzger; sports
editor, Larry Paul ; Greek editor, Debbie
Duerr; housing editor, Debbie Deininger ;
photography editor, Ruben Martinez.

or gas sold within the same state it is produced, is not subject to federal regulation
and has been allowed to seek its own superlative price level on the open market. Consequently, nearly all newly discovered gas
in the past few years has been sold on the
intrastate market, resulting in smaller reserves for larger interstate pipeline companies.
According to Creigh, "Most authoritative studies estimate that the United States
has substantial underdeveloped natural
gas reserves, with many other supplemental resources now available and additional
new resources being developed through
research.
"However, the new resources will cost
more as they will be, for the most part,
from deeper formations," continued
Creigh. " Gas from these new sources will
be expensive due to high construction costs
for new facilities."
Phase two of the integrated gas supply
system involves getting the gas from the
well head into the pipeline and ther;, either
into use or storage. Displacement of gas
reserves from one reservoir to another
plays a major role in the transmission of
natural gas.
For instance, if a pipeline in Kentucky
contracted to buy a certain amount of gas
from a producer in Montana, the piepline
company would obtain the gas from the
nearest field to it. This gas field would then
be reimbursed with the same amount of
gas by the field or reservoir nearest it.
This process would continue to the point
where the producer in Montana would reimburse the said amount of gas to the
source nearest to it and receive the regulated amount of money from the pipeline in
Kentucky . This process by which gas can
be displaced from an area where it is
abundant to an area where it is scarce is
especially suited to areas subject to seasonal gas shortages.
Phase three of the fully integrated system is the distribution of natural gas from
producers to wholesalers and retailers
consumers. In many cases, pipeline companies will act as both wholesaler to surrounding community utility companies, as
well as retailer to the consumers within
their immediate area .
Essentially that's how the system works.
Consequently, this area isn't running out of
gas yet; just out of cheap available gas.
There is no realistic alternative to natural
gas that is well enough developed to carry
the present energy load that gas does.
Moreover, although the cost of production will go up, gas will still be less expensive and more efficient than the only realistic alternative, electricity. However, the
supply of natural gas is limited, therefore,
alternative energy sources must be explored and developed.

Local bar owners contend

Music contributes to 'rowdy' bar
by Rosie Reimer
"Out of hand? You want to hear 'out of hand'? One night we were cleaning up after closing and this guy, who we had removed from the bar
earlier, just drove up to the front of the bar, lined up his truck with the
door and calmly drove into the saloon. It was crazy."
That's how Tom Marshall, local owner and manager of The Mule Deer
Saloon, responded to the question of how violence and vandalism affect
local drinking establishments. The incidents vary from small glassware
rip-offs to major property damage, but several factors, ranging from the
day of the week to the type of music played, all contribute to how rowdy a
,
bar will be on any given night.
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'Glassware Pack Rats' steal mugs

Music calms, enlivens crowd
It is not uncommon for bars to invest a great deal of money in expensive
stereo equipment, not only as the chief entertainment for the customers,
but as an effective means of calming the crowd when emotions get out of
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1.0.s are checked
Falsifying and altering driver's licenses, along with borrowing those of
friends is also widespread among the college crowd. All bars interviewed
check customer I.D.'s regularly and report more students change their
license rather than borrow someone else's. One violator attempted to
send his license outside the bar twice in one night to aid two of his under
aged friends in gaining admission to the lounge. Another did a fairly good
job of reproducing his I.D. but made the mistake of misspelling his last
name on the new one. Still another attempted to use a false driver's license. He would have succeeded, but when asked his Social Security
number, responded with a 14-digit number.
Weekend crowds are rowdiest
Larger crowds increase the likelihood of things getting out of hand.
Other than weekends, Thursday nights are considered the busiest. This is
partially because of the many specials offered at the various bars, but
primarily because the college work load traditionally levels off by Thursday and students are ready for a study break. The greatest number of
non-college people frequent the bars on Saturday nights, when the suitcasers have gone home, and on Mondays. When trouble does occur, it
usually happens between 10 and 11 p.m. When asked what usually insti gates a fight, Longly responded, "Two guys trying to decide who should
take a girl home-what else?"
Unfortunately, bartenders hesitate to call the police to handle fights
because when liquor licenses come up for renewal, they do not want to
have numerous police calls to their establishment on their record. "Of
course," said Marshall, "if there was a real problem, we would call the
police, but we would rather handle it ourselves."
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The easiest loss to measure is that caused by drinkers stealing glass
mugs and pitchers. The "glassware pack rats" cause establishments
such as Dicky Dugan's Saloon and Dance Hall yearly losses of one half
cent on every dollar; a figure manager Nick Longly considers extremely
"conservative." The Buffalo Chips Saloon has considered purchasing
mugs with the familiar "Chips" logo on them but decided against it because, according to owner Bob Schultz, "they wouldn't be in the place one
night." The expense mounts and bars such as the Mule Deer spend an
additional $600 yearly on rebuilding their glassware stock.
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hand. By the same token, to liven things up, a bartender may put on a
Charlie Daniels album and crank up the volume. It also serves as a
method of thinning out an overcrowded bar.
Undoubtedly the potential accidents outnumber actual incidents, but
the bar, the employees and the customers are all well-insured. All bar
owners interviewed said they carry sufficient accident and liability insurance and go to extremes to provi~e for the general welfare of the
crowd.
·
The attitude of the local owners was best expressed by Schultz. "I t 's
been said before, but yes, Kearney does like to have a good time. Sure we
get things stolen and glasses broken, but generally it's a good crowd.
Once I was very, very mad when I got a 15-foot string of lights, valued at
$8 a foot ripped off, but the incidents are, by and large, few. The people of
Kearney are, and I think I speak for my competition too, welcome to
come out and enjoy themselves and have a good time."
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by Camille Whitefoot
Students are doing the polka in dorm rooms, jitterbugging in the union
and doing the cha-cha between classes.
Ballroom dance has become so popular recently that three sections of
the course are offered this semester instead of two as in past semesters.
The 136enrollees in ballroom dance compare to 45 students enrolled in
the three dance classes offered by the speech department, 29 people in
modern dance and 12 students registered for square dancing.
Betty Bethell, instructor of physical education, has taught ballroom
dance since coming to KSC in 1964. She said ballroom dance used to be required for graduation .
So why are stvdents taking ballroom dance now?
Bethell said she believes the Fifties Craze and "Happy Days" are
leading influences.
Richard Sund of Superior said he signed up because he wanted a class
that didn't require studying. He took it for relaxation and entertainment.
Cathy Hyde of Ord enrolled in the class so she could learn the exact
dance steps and learn new steps. Sue Reitz of Brule wanted to learn the
form a I da nee steps and to get some experience dancing.
To have fun was the reason Rhonda Scheidies of Minden took ballroom
dance. She also took it for exercise.
However, Ann Goodwin of Grand Island wants to learn to dance because her husband's family does a lot of dancing .
Bethell said she doesn't believe any of the students enrolled in the class
in an effort to meet members of the opposite sex . Students interviewed
said they didn't enroll for this reason, either, but because they wanted to
learn. Although one student, who asked to remain anonymous, jokingly
said he didn't sign up to meet girls, but girls do sign up to meet him .
The ratio of males to females in the classes is about 3-to-5. This means
all the girls must learn both dance pa rts; how to lead as well as how to
foll ow . Most girls agree it gets confusing to switch from one part to the
other. Goodwin is glad to have a chance to learn to lead because she has
been teaching her husband a few steps . But she says "How often do you
dance with another girl in public?"
Bethell said she is an easy grader for the dance class. She wants to encourage students to dance through grading and considers the class to be
recreational. "If students got a bad grade in the class they might be embarrassed to dance in public, thinking they were terrible dancers." Her
grading system is based mostly on the improvement students show
throughout the course.
It's probably a good thing she grades easy because only two of the eight
students interviewed said they believed they had natural talent. Three of
them had danced some before and three felt they had no natural ability to
dance.
Bethell always begins the classes by teaching her students the fox trot
and the cha-cha. Other dances Bethell said she has taught during the
course are the polka, jitterbug, waltz, tango, mambo and rumba. The
students decide what they want to do after they learn the fox trot and
cha-cha.
The jitterbug is the dance most students want to learn. The polka and
waltz were the next most popular. But the students have a variety of

Dancers two-step to music. (Photo by Robert Sohl)
places where they intend to apply their skills.
Goodwin plans to dance when she goes with her in-laws to nightclubs .
Back lot and Dugan's are the places where Reitz and Scheidies willl practice. Hyde plans to go to dance halls and bars, while Sund will goto discos.
Bethell said, "I've heard cha-chas played at Dugan's. Nobody dances
the actual dance because they don't know the song is a cha -cha and they
don't know how to do it. One of my former students told me he had gone to
a dance where a cha-cha was played . He and his wife were the only ones
who danced to it. He said he didn't know whether to be proud or embarrassed that they were the only ones on the floor."
Many students practice in the dorm rooms or at home. Goodwin has
been teaching her brother all the dance steps. Scheidies said she would
practice more if she had the right kir.id of music to dance to. She did show
her suitemate a few steps, though.
Bethell said the ballroom dance class is one of her favorites. She enjoys
it because it isn't required and the students are there to learn. She doesn't
need to encourage students to take the class, but if a student asks her if
it's a good class she says she tells them to take it.
Bethell believes the enrollment in ballroom dance will slowly taper off
in a few years when these dances become less popular. However, students said they believe enrollment will at least stay where it is now, if not
increase as long as students know they can learn these dances in this
class ,
Goodwin said she believes there seems to be a trend toward formal
dates now rather than informal dates of just driving around town of the
last few years. And she says ballroom dance is a part of the formal
dating.
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OPEN 5-12 p.m., with Sunday
Buffat 11 :30 a.m. · 2p.m.
Featuring - Steaks Chicken - Seafood Prime Rib

Family Dining and Children's
Portions, Banquet facilities
also available.

2. Blocks East of Ft. Kearny Inn, Call 231-2882
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Farm life, city life
people can choose
by Nancy Lloyd
"Kearney, Neb., where's that?" This
was a typical question from people when I
told them that I planned to attend KSC.
After having lived in Omaha and Minneapolis and spending vacations with
relatives in Chicago and Los Angeles, the
small town way of life was quite a change
for me. This was especially relevant after
spending two weekends with people who
had lifestyles quite different from mine.
In Octoberd_~l)l!nt the weekend with my
roommate, Joan Dedrickson of Clay Center, population 950 and 24 miles southeast
of Hastings. The town captivated me. It
has all the charms of typical small town
USA and it reminded me of something out
of a Norman Rockwell painting with the
houses and the main street.
The people were also fascinating . One
night we attended the high school football
game. The spirit was unbelievable. It
seemed as if the entire town turned out to
cheer their team to a victory. Although
Joan had graduated the previous year, she
seemed to know every student there. They
all greeted her with her high school nickname. This type of atmosphere was very
different from what I was used to. At the
high school I attended in Omaha, the
crowd was so big that you did not see even
half of the people that were there. One of
the things that amazed me was the number
of adults at the game. They seemed to
treat the students as equals and not as children . I was introduced to many people and
they all had the same sincere, friendly air
to them.
The next day we went to downtown Clay
Center, which consisted mainly of a grocery store, a couple of clothing stores and
a dry goods store . When Joan and I went
into the grocery store, everyone knew
Joan and asked how school was going. This
was quite a change for me, I am used to going into shopping centers, and maybe seeing two or three people who I know. We
also went into a local restaurant for lunch.
There were people in there aged 6 months
to 80 years and yet they all knew each

other. Everyone came over to the mother
of the baby and asked about the little boy
and played with him.
After the weekend in Clay Center, I felt
as if I really knew the town and people.
In December, during winter break, I
spent time with family friends at their
farm in western Iowa . The Merrits began
their day at6a.m.
Mr. Merrit started the day's work by
feeding the cattle and pigs. After finishing
this he checked the water tanks to make
sure that they were not frozen and checked the electric fence to make sure that it
was still working.
In the afternoon he worked on machinery, trying to get the equipment ready
for summer, which he explained is their
busy season. I helped him grind grain for
feed. Later in the afternoon, I accompanied Mr. Merrit to the sale barn and
listened to the auctioneer sell cattle. After
finding out the selling prices, we returned
home and the Merrits discussed selling
some of their cattle . However, because of
the low prices, they decided to hold their
cattle.
Mrs. Merrit was everything that I expected a farm wife to be. She fed the chickens and the family pets and spent the afternoon preparing the evening meal.
The time I spent on the farm was quite
enjoyable. Yet, because of my background, I do not think that I could enjoy the
type of jobs associated with farm life.
Although I had a nice time visiting Clay
Center and the farm, nothing will ever convince me that a large city is not the place
to live. To me, there is nothing quite as
breathtaking as the skyline of Minneapolis, Chicago or New York City.

Congratulations on KSC's 75th Year
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After having experienced time in a small
town, on a farm and in the city I bel ieve
that regardless of the location people
should be grateful they have the choice to
decide where they live. And the next time
someone laughs at me for not knowing
what a pivot is, I won't even be embarrassed.
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by Sue Stehly
The last thing most KSC students think
about while at school is "what kind of Insurance should I be thinking about ...
Well, mom and dad have been taking care
of me this long, no need to start worrying
about It now . .. "
According to a random survey, -most
KSC students have little or no idea what
renter's insurance Is. Of those familiar
with the term, one student had considered
acquiring renter's insurance.
According to insurance agents, this is an
accurate response from most people aged
19-25.
"We haven't hit the market very well
yet," said Gary Parle of Anderson, Divan,
Cottrell, insurance Co. "Renters insurance Is not so much a new thing, It's
just that with house building costs becom ing so high these past five years, people
never considered it (Insurance) until
now."
Renter's insurance policies are comparable to family home owners policies.
Both offer a broad spectrum of coverage
on items ranging from personal liability to
theft coverage, although the renter's insurance policies do not cover damage to
the dwelling Itself and the non-tenant-owned property within the structure.
"Rates differ when covering the renting
of a single family dwelling as opposed to a
16-unlt apartment complex," said Yvonne
Oeyle of Walt Deyle Agency. "Most companies will extend coverage when the depreciative possession value has been set at
$4,000.
"All contents must be assessed a particular worth based on their depreciative
value, not their original cost. The total of
those figures determines how much insurance Is needed, she continued . "The
minimum estimate must be at least $4,000
to be eligible for the insurance."
However, the coverage does not merely
extend to the belongings of the individual.
"Persona 1-on-and-off-prem i ses liabll ity
is a pretty Important asset nowadays,"
said Gerald Brandorff of MFA. "Renter's
insurance covers -not only you getting hurt
on your property but also covers you on
anyone else's property."
Renter's Insurance covers the Insured as
well as anyone who Injures themselves on
the premises.
"Say someone falls over one of your rickety chairs. The policy covers all of his
medical expenses up to $1,000," Deyle
said.
Furthermore, with these features renter's insurance is Inexpensive.
"The price range falls between $30 - $40 a
year," Parle said. "Most other Insurance
policies have monthly payments of at least
$30."
An added advantage of renter's insurance Is that it covers the policyholder

and belongings when away from home.
Coverage extends to protection at someone
else's dwelling as well as hunting, fishing
and golfing accidents.
However, the policies do not cover the
dwelling itself, but they do cover the damage done should someone try to break into
the apartment.
"In most policies there is a provision for
theft coverage," Deyle said. "But forcible
entry must be proven and it is somewhat
limited. Most companies will advise their
clients to get extended coverage, for an
added minimal charge, to protect any belongings that get stolen."
"Although most students are covered by
their parents on their home owner's policy,
the insurance is limited. When a student
takes out renter's insurance his technical
insurance coverages is so much greater,"
Brandorff said. "There are certain limitations on your parent's policy when the
student Is away from home."
Traveling is another area covered by a
renter's insurance policy .
"Most people have limited coverage on
anything happening to themselves on a
vacation and disregard their luggage,"
Deyle said. "Most people would be surprised to learn that with renter's insurance
they don't have to take out additional insurance on their belongings. It is already
covered in their policy."
An additional convenience available
through a renter's insurance policy is protection against theft from unlocked cars.
"This is a pretty nice convenience with
all the radios, tape decks, and CBs instal·ted in a lot of young peoples' cars," Parle
said. "You'd be surprised at all the claims
being made on this sort of thing, but to no
avail due to the lack of this special sort of
insurance."
Like any policy when the policyholder is
victimized, the damage is taken care of
but sometimes the inconvenience is more
of a problem than the loss. The renter's insurance policy is designed to accommodate the injured party in a hotel and
pay living expenses.
"The policy covers most living expenses
and lodging while the damaged dwelling is
being attended to," Deyle said. "Also the
contents of the house are evaluated, and an
amount of money is given to the policyholder to help ends meet."
Renter's insurance is designed to protect
policyholders from serious loss. The policy
provides protection for the insured, property, and other persons without having to
pay the expense of full homeowners Insurance.
"Basically It boils down to making kids
aware how much of a necessity it is to possess such insurance In this day and age of
high medical costs and the expense involved in replacing damaged or lost
items," Parle said.

Good car gets name
by Karen Kilgarin
My roommate returned to college after a
weekend at home and told me the bad
news: Mollywasill.
"Why, that's awful," I exclaimed, wondering if I was supposed to know who Molly was. My roommate continued to explain.
"Yes, she has a terrible cold. She's
squeaking something fierce and she just
can't seem to get going in the morning."
That sounds as if she's describing me in
the morning . Her next statement really
lost me.
"Dad took Molly in for a check-up, I hope
everything can be fixed. She's getting old,
we've had her about 13 years now."
Thirteen years of age and she's considered old? What I considered my youthful
age on1 suddenly seemed like junior geriatrics. This poor Molly must really have
problems.
"Dad is talking about selling her and
buying a new station wagon," cried my
roommate. "He says old Molly has seen
her better days. Well, maybe so, but our
entire family is attached to that car and it
just doesn't seem right to sell her to a total
stranger."
A car named Molly. Americans do love
their cars, some people name their cars
and even treat them like a member of the
family. KSCers are no exception.
Lori Baker of Norfolk named her family's car the Star Ship Enterprise because it
; boldly goes where no car has gone before.
Little Blue Pony is Omahan Sue Gammell's name for her blue Mustang II . When
Sue isn't using her CB handle "Goldilocks", she uses her other handle Little
Blue Pony. Either way, Sue reports good
response from the truckers. "They watch
out for my Little Blue Pony. I name all my
cars, each one has a uniaue name and a
unique personality."
·
Brian Luedtke of Arcadia owns three
cars and has a name for each one of them.
He calls his 1967 Ford, Ida because, as
Brian says, "I'd a like to have a new car,
but then, I couldn't afford one." When he
did get a newer car, the Green Bomb, he
kept Ida for sentimental reasons. Now
Brian has a "big, beautiful, new" Ford
LTD. "Being ironic," he says, "I named it
Little Ugly, which it is definitely not." Because he was attached to Ida and the
Green Bomb by the time he bought Little
Ugly, he kept all three cars.
It seems that most college men do not
name their cars, or at least, they say they
don't. Women seem more willing to admit
their attachment and sentimentality
toward their cars, although college men
say they do talk to their cars, but they say
things that can't be printed.
Also, the older a car is and the longer a
person has had that car, the more likely it
is that the car has been tagged with a
name. As one student phrases it, "A car
must be well-seasoned to merit a name
and identity."
Barb Pollack of Norfolk explains she
just bought a new Oldsmobile Omega and
hasn't christened it yet. Her old car was a
1964 Ford Falcon named the Falcoon. "I
loved that car," Barb says. "It was
Grandma's and we wanted to keep it in the

family, so I drove it all through high school
and two years of college. The old Falcoon
has sure seen some good times.
"We name our cars by their color," says
Becky Nordquist of North Platte. "Our
Chevy Impala is called Greenie, our Ford
Galaxie is the Blue and I call my Pinto,
Red. Our Mercedes, however, was named
Sadie by Dad. We are all attached to our
own cars, but Dad and Sadie are the worst.
You should hear him talk about that car,
just like he has another daughter."
Heidi Vogel of Stanton is very fond of her
Red Bomb. "It might just be an aroundthe-town car, but it gets me where I'm going. I am extremely prejudiced toward the
Red Bomber, it has real personality. To
start it, I always talk to it gently and pat
the dashboard, and it always responds."
According to Heidi, the Red Bomb talks to
her and she can tell when it's tired. "That
car protects me. I feel safer in it than I do
in our new cars. I've had a couple of accidents with the Red Bomb and I came out
alive,sonaturally I'm fond of her."
Omahan Janell Smith has quite a few
tales to tell about her family's cars. Their
1960 Rambler was known to everyone as
Greta. I have a twin, and when our friends
· saw one of us drive by they just said they
saw Greta Smith instead of trying to figure
out which of us was driving," recalls
Janell.
"Greta made more noise than the men in
Mantor Hall. On cold days you had to
sweet talk Greta into starting. We had a
foster sister living with us at the time and
she always laughed when we told about
Greta at the dinner table. She thought we
were nuts, talking to a car named Greta.
One cold morning, however, she found out
that Greta really did demand sweet talk to
get her going. Mom wrecked Greta and my
dad and we kids sent a get well card to the
car dealer. He probably thought we were
crazy too.
" The first time I was ever tardy to
school was the day Greta died for good.
Mom wanted to see Greta for the last time,
so Dad took her to the junk yard to see the
good old car. I twas really kind of sad."
Janell named their next car, a 1969 green
Ambassador, the Pickle. Janell drove the
Pickle all through high school. " The Pickle
knew more gossip than all of my friends
and I put together. She's probably telling
my brother Aaron everything now that he
has her.
"Our 1973 Volkswagen was named by
my dad, who is a minister. He christened it
the S.O.B., standing for the Super Orange
Beetle." Janell says her mother burned up
the S.O.B. driving home one day from
church camp. It caught on fire .
Becky Davis of St. Paul says her family
always used to name their cars, but they
don't anymore. "It seems like the older
cars had more personality. I think people
kept them longer and became more attached to them. Now the newer cars aren't
quite as personalized as before. The one
car I' ll never forget was the one I named
Gold Goose. I wish we would have never
sold her . She saw me through my high
school years and we had many good times
together."
If only cars could talk.
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to Sandy Raymond's Holdrege car "Pumpkin." (Photo by Robert
Sohl)
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by Diane Schutt
Transition from student to teacher is
challenging, frustrating and above all, an
experience. This semester 450 students
majoring in elementary and secondary
education have begun their careers by
stepping into the field as student teachers.
Whether the teaching assignment is in
Ralston, Elm Creek or Kearney, it is a
time of learning amidst anxiety and insecurity.
"I was very, very nervous the first day,
but that's natural," said Julie Bates of
Kearney. "I was really optimistic about
the whole thing and believed I could accomplish a lot." Bates was a student
teacher in English at Elm Creek High
School last fall.
"I was nervous, anxious and worried if
they would accept me as a teacher," recalled Jerry Ott of Holdrege. "But it got
better every day." Ott, a graduate, was a
student teacher at Hastings Junior High.
Now a science teacher at Holdrege Junior High, Ott explains the problems of settling into the classroom routine.
"In college you have classes from 8-12,
then you can come home and take a nap. In
teaching you go from 7:30 in the morning
to 3: 30 in the afternoon without any naps."
The routine · is also something Betsy
Kirkwood of Omaha has had to adjust to
since beginning student teaching at Head
Start in Kearney this semester. "The
hardest part of the routine is getting up
every morning and being at school by 8
o'.clock. You can't skip or come home early
and take~ nap."
Along with the routine comes the preparation involved in teaching . "I taught one
or two activities in an already prepared

lab-oriented science course," said Ott.
"My problem was I wanted to know all the
answers to their (students) questions. I
guess I spent as much time, if not more
time, preparing to teach as I did studying
in college."
Besides academics, student teachers
face the challenge of keeping class order
and discipline. Most student teachers can
look back and laugh at the problems they
faced. Margo Mueller of Columbus related
one story. She was a student teacher at
Ralston Senior High in physical education.
"In one of my clases I had two 10th grade
boys who wouldn't listen to me in class. My
cooperating teacher told me to get down to
their level and give them an 'I' statement.
So I dragged them out in the hall after
class and said, 'I don't like your attitudes.'
Here I was disciplining two boys when I
wasn't really certain if I was even handling it right. I figured they would turn and
laugh at me, but they didn't."
Other student teachers faced similar experiences. Bates recalled, "I had a study
hall and I bet there wasn't one time in the
first four weeks I was there that I didn't
have at least one kid staying after school
for detention. There seemed to be an overall unruliness during class and a lack of
respect."
Along with the bad comes the good;
those times when student teaching seems
worth it.
"A lot of good really came out of it,"
added Ott. "I remember two things. In
the classroom two boys, who always
caused trouble, began to like me and come
up and talk to me. It wasn't about an
assignment, but they actually confided in
me.

Furthermore, the " faculty experience is
great in helping you want to become a
teacher and they (faculty) help hold you
up while you are learning."
Mueller and Kirkwood also recalled rewarding experiences.
"One girl in my class said she really
learned a lot because I paid attention to the
people who couldn't do things well," Mueller replied.
Kirkwood related, "Once, after a parent-teacher meeting this semester, one
child dragged his mother over to meet
'Miss Kirkwood,' his favorite teacher."
Adjustment and preparation are two
concerns of student teachers. But they also
express doubts about education classes. " I
think Ed. Psych 200 and 300 are worthless,
although Ed. 464 is helpful along with the
methods classes. The courses stress the
humanistic approach. I don't think you can
teach someone compassion. You can
guide, but you can't teach it."
Ott added, "They (the class) help to
some extent by exposing you to things you
will be up against, but when a problem
comes up, you are going to handle it, like
you think it should be."
Kirkwood expressed another view.
"They help as far as ideas, but there's
nothing like practical experience for real
learning."
In the end student teaching is everything
students expect and probably more at
times." As an experience, it was worth it,"
Bates said. "I can't say it was always
good. I was unhappy when I went through
it, but now that I look back it taught me a
lot about teaching."
Ott added, "I met new people in a real
'school situation. I came home everyday

Foreign students learn
by Steve Miller
Students from such countries as Iran,
Panama, Nigeria, and Peru attend KSC.
Since they come from so far away it's
logical to wonder just what programs are
utilized by the Admissions Department to
inform foreign students of KSC .
Strangely enough, none. Companies do
exist for that purpose, but they are not
presently utilized by KSC. The majority of
foreign students hear of KSC much like
resident students do- by word of mouth.
" We used to have connections that informed students of the various colleges in
America," said Dr. Ari Sosa, chairman of
the Department of Foreign Languages.
"But now it's mainly by word of mouth."
Presently there are 35 foreign students
attending KSC, representing 24 countries.
According to Director of Placement Dick
Gaer, "Midwestern schools are preferred
over others. The Midwestern tuition rates
are lower." KSC officials estimate that a
foreign student will need $18,600 for a
four-year period ($4,650 a year). " Some
West Coast schools' tuitions run as high as
$20-25,000 (for four years) ."
The Midwest also offers easier adjustment. "Life is slower here and the people
are friendlier. It's easier for the sludents
to adjust to life," said Gaer.
Foreign students entering KSC are required to take the Test Of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL). Any student
not achieving a specified score is not accepted. All courses are taught in English
and students must understand English
wel I enough for college work .
Proof of adequate financial backing is
also required. Also, federal law prohibits
foreign students from working, since the
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and wrote down what happened - good or
bad - in a notebook. I think it will be very
helpful to look back on in the future and
remember what I felt and the problems I
had teaching."
Good or bad, student teaching is an
education in itself. For some it is a
nightmare, for others it is the single best
experience students can gain in their
teaching career.
·
"So far, student teaching has been very
beneficial to me because before this
semester I was apprehensive about
teaching. I began to have doubts about my
qualities for teaching. But now I think I
can do it,'' said Kirkwood.

of KSC from others
Immigration Department believes they
may deprive Americans of jobs. Students .
can work on campus through the College
Work Study (CWS) program; and if a special permit is obtained from Immigration,
they can work 20 hours per week off campus.
Foreign students also cannot receive financial aid from federal sources. They can
obtain funds from state sources, and the
college can presently grant 30 $880-peryear tuition waiver scholarships. Tuition
waivers are given only to qualified students.
"Gary Curry, Wayne Samuelson, Ari
Sosa and myself review applications to
the college and decide who will receive a
tuition waiver," said Gaer. Judgments
are made after reviewing transcripts and
any grade received at the college. All
recipients must have a minimum 2.5 grade
point average.
According to Curry, director of financial
aid, 22 students are receiving the scholarships this semester.
The college enjoys having foreign students in attendance. "I see a great advantage,'' said Sosa, "espec,i ally in this area.
In the Midwest, we don't have much access to the outside world. We want to bring
the outside world to the students here."
Gaer also expressed the benefits of having foreign students on campus. " Here at
KSC, the resident students are pretty
much from the same background and they
haven't traveled extensively. This is a
chance to view the world through someone
else's eyes.
"They are the best students from their
countries," Gaer continued. "It takes a
strong person to leave his home and live in

a foreign country for one to four years.
They have a lot to give and we can learn as
much from them as they can from us."
Most of the foreign students at KSC belong to the International Student Association (I SA). The I SA is open to a II students, American and foreign, who wish to
belong.
"One of our goals,'' said Sussy Wong of
Peru and president of ISA, "is to involve
more Americans in our club. We want the
students and community to know more
about us and our countries." The · club
members have shown slide programs to
inform the public of their home countries.
Recently the club has been criticized for
allegedly having the "unwelcome mat"
out for the American students. However,
Sosa said, "The American students are
very welcome."
Gaer, who sits in on the ISA's monthly
meetings said, "The group exists for the
entire campus. We put notices in the
Antelope and posters in the various buildings to announce and invite students to
meetings. It is an extremely open club for
people to get in and get involved, it's a
good organization on campus," explained
Gaer.
"One of the goals is to involve more of
the local students and the community. It's
not an easy task,'' Gaer continued. "But it
was very gratifying over Christmas vacation to have area families call the college
and offer their homes as a place for the
foreign students to stay.
Life on campus is what a student makes
of it. KSC exists to offer recreational and
educational facilities to students, and this
includes an effort to broaden the knowledge of the world around them.

